Darcy Hotchkiss

Keynote Speaker | Author | Energy Healer

Life is in Your Hands
Darcy’s Dynamic Topic

3 Uncommon Ways to Quickly Align
Your Actions with Your True Purpose
To Change Your Life and the World
Additional talks to ignite engagement, empowerment and transformation are
waiting in the wings to delight and inspire your audience. Ask Darcy for a VIP
chat to explore which one is the best fit for your event

Authentic. Inspirational.
empowering!
Darcy takes the audience on an exciting
and interactive journey with her powerful
and pragmatic messages. Audiences are
left feeling charged with impactful content
that guides them to pull their personal empowerment lever!
Darcy is a natural storyteller who captivates,
engages and inspires her audience with heartfelt motivational speaking that is funny, personal and poignant.

Stephanie Cote, conference participant

You know you are in the presence of a powerful speaker when the audience becomes
more and more mesmerized over the duration.
Darcy is that kind of speaker. Captivating,
motivating, a real transformational game
changer.

Riley Barthold, pro cyclist and
conference attendee

Intriguing, heartbreaking and beautifully
written, Life In My Hands is based
on the author’s experiences on her
transformational healing journey
She chronicles her life path, with spiritual
and practical insights, as she breaks the
mold of a life she was handed, to the
expansive way of finding her authentic
voice, leading her to live the life she was
always destined to live.

Darcy Hotchkiss, author of Life
in My Hands, and motivational
speaker, creates a mind, body
and soul revival for audiences interested in taking up the reins of
their life for optimal Health, Love
and Abundance. She delivers an
inspirational story about her
success that started from the
trenches of difficulty. Beginning
as a single teenage mother on
welfare to joining the US Army,
and later finding herself in International assignments from the
Middle East to Europe and the
US Pentagon, to later becoming
a published author and entrepreneur.
Darcy stumbled upon compelling
ways of resolving her past traumas and physical illnesses, while
making life success work for her.
She shares the life-changing revelations about her journey and
healing techniques which ushered in endless personal growth
and expansion, all pointing her
to her life purpose. Darcy is a
highly intuitive world-class energy healer specializing in helping
stressed and overworked profession women to overcome emotional and spiritual imbalances. She has successfully served
hundreds of clients worldwide
by helping them to reclaim their
personal power to achieve their
optimal happiness and health.
Darcy is based in the NOVA,
Washington DC, and Maryland
area.

BOOK DARCY NOW
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